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 In the present research it is investigated the relationship between organizational 
culture and knowledge management as well their simultaneous effects on 
performing customer relation management. The picked procedure is descriptive 
one. The findings show that there is a significant relation between organizational 
culture and knowledge management, besides every change in each of them can 
affect justly the successful management in communication with customer. 
Therefore having a correct understanding of CRM concept as one of up-to –date 
and effective technology indexes, flexible and entrepreneur cultures as well their 

simultaneous influence would bring more succeeded CRM performance in an 
 organization also rising values for customer and organization. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

After industrial revolution, today world witnesses essential changes and evolutions in different dimensions. 
Trading and business in different societies were not exceptional ones, that is, they went under noticeable 
evolutions. Managers in commercial and production organizations who did not want to be behind in this 
competitive market used different strategies and methods to be successful. To do it the traditional and simple 
trading and marketing changed to totally professional ones which need vast knowledge in different social, 
political, cultural, economic scopes as well IT technology. All companies and institutions tried to concentrate 
much more on attracting customer satisfaction to gain more sell and interest while the comparative atmosphere 
developed. Passing through traditional economics and having harder and closer competitions in modern 
dimensions, customer have been changed to an essential element that all organizational activities will go on it, 
so that in accordance with competitive viewpoint, reviving and surviving an organization need recognizing and 
attracting new customers and maintain them[4]. CRM, customer relation management is a concept and approach 
in system management science which can be used in accumulative management and technological device 
management as well in informational sources. Therefore if the organizations look over completely all customers' 
needs with a comprehensive control they could introduce their goods and services with better qualities to 
strengthen the relation between themselves and customers [31]. 

In today world all organization must use knowledge. Knowledge management is going seriously to 
investigate modern theories such as knowledge interest management to gain new data sources related to 
customers [30]. These days communicating with customers and reserving it not only is important to sell 
products and services but also as a new concept is to gain their information and knowledge (Wei, 2009). 
Moreover knowledge management can facilitate knowledge flow in an organization to integrate faster and more 
effective the one which relates to customer [30]. Knowledge management can also help to clarify integrate the 
other staff groups [5]. 

Organizations found out that the competitive privileges of technology are temporary and the only 
permanent one is the staff. This upheaval causes the graphs move upwards, since organizations have been trying 
their best to adapt and reply as quickly as possible. To be the first and remain in this position as well taking care 
of competitive privilege, organizations must have suitable capacities to retain development, and organizing their 
efforts along with exploiting their staff aptitudes. Most managers consider knowledge as an essential factor to 
survive a company. In any case knowledge has already been as a precious equity and an important ingredient in 
production [19]. Robert Queen says that knowing about a culture is very important and basic step in recognizing 
an organization, its staff behaviors and operations, because through this we can stabilize and facilitate the 
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changes and new orientations. Therefore organizational culture can simply be a radical factor in success along 
with reaching long-term aims. Unfortunately in lots of organizations, raring a specific culture cannot be 
regarded as the most important task for a manager, while organizational culture can affect all dimensions in a 
firm; in fact you cannot find any company which is not influenced through its culture [3]. 

Knowledge is a multi-dimensional concept which is inserted in several organizational identities such as 
culture, politics, documents and its staff [12,18].To use knowledge management first it must be in concord with 
company's culture and structure, since every organization has its own special culture and structure [25]. Actually 
having organizational culture is necessary to manage successfully the knowledge. The culture can reveal beliefs, 
values, norms and social customs which observe staff's behaviors. Generally a culture can protect its knowledge 
management; it denotes values to the knowledge to encourage its share, create and usage.The biggest challenge 
in knowledge management is to develop such a culture [34]. 

In today world, marketing is not just development, supply and sell, but it is continuous expansion and 
having after sell services along with long-term relation to the customer. Loyalty in customers is a concept which 
can be considered importantly these days since it can be an essential element in companies and organizations 
successes.  

In accordance with technology development and rising competition, the most important challenge for every 
economical organization can be increasing interest. In hard competitive situations, on time and organized 
communication to customers is the most suitable way to increase customer satisfaction, sell rising as well 
lowering the costs. Therefore to raise efficiency and influence in an organization, also being ensure of producing 
a desirable goods, services to customer and fulfilling their satisfaction we must manage our knowledge about 
customers. Consequently knowledge management is not separable of customer communication. If an 
organization could not receive work knowledge and use it correctly then it would be defeated in competition. To 
be success each organization must perform any strategy it mostly needs its culture be protected. Therefore 
organizations would come to success if they could use the culture of performing knowledge management. 
Generally the paper tries to investigate the relationship between knowledge management and organizational 
culture as well their simultaneous effect on controlling customer contact. 
 
Expressing problem: 

Interrelations, information age evolution and appearing new communicative devices brought organizations 
to a huge pack of different customers as well as this fact that the customers can be faced with lots of electoral 
alternatives which consequently rise customer decision power and market instability. Among them, management 
experts prescribe retaining customer, using correct methods in customer contact (CRM) which for sure they 
raise incomes, selling and distribution costsreduction, as well protective costs[7].  Actually customer contact 
technology consists of all processes that an organization uses to identify, choose, persuade, develop, retain and 
serve customers.Through controlling customer contact, managers could use customer information to raise sell, 
service delivery and its development along with interesting diligent relations. On the other hand, the third world 
countries want to use modern technologies to fulfill technologically the existed vacuum. One important subject 
which can be mostly ignored is how to accept a technology and some factors influencing the acceptance [20].  

CRM is an approach to manage customer information to raise strategic aims. This viewpoint emphasizes on 
cooperation between trading parties to make values which brought from recent IT advances. Performing CRM 
needs suitable sub-structures, economical techniques and human forces [23]. According to expensive cost to 
install these kinds of systems, we must pay special attention to all effective factors to do it. 

When performing customer relation management, through using knowledge control we can develop 
informational flow to customer contact [30]. Moreover it can retain and make available all processes in 
knowledge and system management which lead to more value for organizations as well their customers. 
Managing device knowledge can provide processes and data bases to share the information with customers and 
staff. Through this the organization can powerfully consolidate customer information which finally leads to 
deliver better services to customer. Therefore the staff would be more eager to share customer information so 
that they could fell the values coming through it [13]. Finally in accordance with fast development in changes 
and competition rise, managing knowledge correctly in organizations is very important [8]. Increasingly, 
knowledge has been considered as a vital element in different organizations, on the other hand, it depends 
mostly on personal or organizational characteristics which reveal in the form of organizational culture, 
furthermore it may be an important factor in accepting or rejecting knowledge management [6].  

Generally, one of the effective factors on knowledge management would be organizational culture [5]. In 
fact, organizational culture is the base of knowledge management, it also has a key role if organizational 
directions defeated or won. Furthermore it has been said about organizational culture protective role by experts 
so that they all believe that organizational culture is a suitable environment to diffuse needed skills and 
knowledge to improve knowledge management processes [14]. Noticing this fact that how organizational 
culture is important in knowledge management process then it comes the main question that in what extent the 
relation between organizational culture and knowledge management can improve customer satisfaction, loyalty 
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and attract new customers? The main objective of the paper has been to recognize the effects of this kind of 
relationship and how it can effect on customer contact management as well customer satisfaction, loyalty, 
attracting new customers and cooperate customers, and then through analyzing them we can get some privileges 
in competitive world. 

 
Article preparation method: 

Whereas the present research tries to investigate the relation between organizational culture and knowledge 
management as well their simultaneous effects on performing customer relation management (CRM), therefore 
in accordance with its aim, it can be a practical project. However according to the research design or collecting 
data, it is descriptive (non-experimental), reviewing sort. Considering the data it is qualified, also to collect 
information there were used two methods: librarian and internet, data base. 

 
Research background: 

After 1990, many companies focus on how to retain their relations to customers, to raise their loyalty and 
make longer their lifetime. Therefore recent directions could be changed to finding customers. Especially 
understanding customers’ needs and delivering extra services to them as identifying factors to success or defeat 
for a company [11]. 

 
conclusion Research title Researcher 
Having a significant relation between 
customer contact management, knowledge 
management and knowledge resources as 
well the correlation between these factors 
shows that altering each variable can 
affect greatly the operation of customer 
relation management   

Investigating knowledge management 
effects on customer relation management 
in REFAH Bank 

ADEL SALAVATI- PARVIZ KAFCHE- 
KEIVAN SALEHPOUR-2011 

Never use CRM as a solution against 
competition pressure, in fact it rather be 
considered as a strategy. If customer 
contact improves then it leads more 
exploitation, customer satisfaction and 
better operation to the competitors  

Theoretical model in performing customer 
relation management 

MOHAMMADREZA ABBASI- 
MOHAMMAD TORKAMAN-2010 

Organizational culture as a collection of 
values, beliefs and common faiths of staff 
can be a key factor in managing 
successfully knowledge to affect other 
processes in knowledge management  

The effect of organizational culture on 
settling knowledge management processes 
in technology assist and tax organization 
planning 

HAMID RAHIMIYAN-HANIYE SHAMI 
ZANJANI-2011 

There is a relationship between 
organizational culture and knowledge 
management, therefore if cultural 
dimensions indexes are in weak status 
then knowledge management indices 
would be weak too. 

Considering the link between 
organizational culture and knowledge 
management (a case study , Iranian Oil 
Co,) 

JALAL HAGHIGHAT MONFARED- 
AILAR HOSHYAR-2010 

There is a relation between organizational 
culture and performing knowledge 
management. Learning culture, 
cooperation, and relying can be as sub-
structures. Also learning culture is an 
essential strategy to perform knowledge 
management 

Designing a sub-structure sample to 
perform knowledge management in an 
organization 

REZA NAJAF BEIGI- ASGHAR 
SARAFI ZADEH- MASOUD TAHERI 
LARI-2011 

 
Considering literature shows that different scholars have already investigated the effects of these variables 

especially that one of organizational culture on knowledge management as well of the latter on customer 
relation management. However in the present research we are going to study both again. Investigating the 
literature reveals the simultaneous effect of both variables on customer relation management has not considered 
in a unique research pattern. 

 
Theoretical research literature: 

Having customer relation management can be an strategic necessity for all organizations, since performing 
it can rise customer satisfaction, loyalty as well their attractions which leads to more sell and iteration [28]. 
Some organizations face with problems in CRM operation because they consider it just technologically, that is, 
the customer relation management strategies in link to CRM technology, although the latter one is just a 
working issue that needs IT device to be adapted to work strategies [24].Defeat rate in CRM projects is 
estimated more than 65%. It is obvious that if these projects stopped or defeated, both relate to lack of realizing 
this fact that which kinds of activities we need to perform a CRM [11].SIGALA (2005) announced the lack of a 
suitable frame to perform effectively customer relation management which led to such problem [24]. 
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As it was said before, customers are the best asset of an organization. The rising number of firms confirms 

customer axis in today competitive world. Furthermore the organizations must provide information about 
customers, products and services in the form of inter-organization (different organization duties) and intra-
organization (contact with customer). Therefore firm managements will more notice the factors to have a better 
customer relation management [9]. Gamson (2002) investigated CRM as a necessary rule for organizations 
which need more development, he emphasized on recognizing CRM key dimensions. Lindgreen, et.al (2006) 
announced nine factors to have a CRM successful which among them are organizational culture and knowledge 
management. 
 
Organizational culture: 

In today stormy and turbulent changing world, organizationsmust find compatible structures and processes 
to environmental needs. Before doing any alterations they must recognize and study their organizational culture. 
Recognizing and evaluating culture and management potential effects lead to understand better how culture has 
tangible and intangible effects on management. Collecting and performing strategies to use effectively cultural 
scopes would bring more efficient and effective management in culture territory [29]. 

Organizational culture definitions 
Organizational culture are the concept samples consisting of different cultural sings combined each other 

such as fables, customs, formal and informal experiences [21]. Organizational culture includes a set of goods, 
values and assumptions which comes from reactions between staff [15]. An organizational culture is: public 
concord about social norms, expectations, values, concepts and key perceptions to understand personal behavior 
as well organizational influence [10]. 
 
The relation between organizational culture and CRM: 

According to Lindgreen research, organizational culture can be one of ten key factors in performing 
customer relation management, besides Mendoza et.al, (2006)[22]  introduced a model based on key factors in 
performing CRM strategy, in which organizational culture is one of sub-indexes of human factor. 
 
Knowledge management: 

One of key factors which elaborate smart organizations in 21st century is to emphasize on knowledge and 
information. In spite of the old organizations, today firms owns more advanced technology and need to subdue, 
manage and exploit knowledge and information to reform and improve efficiency as well serving customer 
better, control changes and following up the endless challenges. Knowledge management is an important device 
that organizations could use it to manage properly knowledge and information. In spite of the other techniques, 
identifying knowledge management is not mostly easy since its wide area includes lots of concepts, 
management duties, technology and activities, on the other hand the quick changes in private computer 
technology and electronic communications during last decade made us to create, collect, manipulate, save and 
transfer information. Nowadays transferring a huge amount of data can be done daily on the internet as well as 
through some other communication devices [32]. 
 
Knowledge management definitions: 

Knowledge management is learning correct information for suitable people in suitable time and correct 
place in such a way that they could use it in the best way to reach their goals [2]. Polices defines it as an 
organized and planed approach to manage production, division, sharing, off taking and using knowledge lever as 
organizational achievements, to increase ability, speed and being as effective in providing and delivering goods 
and services to customers [26]. Knowledge management is an ongoing process as well as a developed circle 
which leads to better control along with more knowledge during time. The circle includes six processes: 
knowledge creation, attraction, organizing, saving, publishing and usage [17].  
 
Organizational culture and knowledge management: 

Organizational culture is one of the most essential aspects in knowledge management. Finding a sort of 
culture in concord with knowledge management is one of the important issues in literature of knowledge 
management [14]. In an organization where work teams, cooperating in tasks, trust among staff can be regarded 
as cultural factors then they lead to free flow of knowledge running through all the organization. Moreover these 
factors can have important roles in creating, learning and publishing knowledge. Therefore we can go to this 
conclusion that if staff got more freedom in organizations then more cooperation would come out, which it leads 
to more success for organization in learning, creating, developing and using appropriate knowledge [6]. 

In several researches knowledge management deficits were analyzed and it was revealed that organizational 
culture can be one of essential obstacles in knowledge management success [1]. Consequently organizational 
culture can be either facilitator factor or an obstacle in knowledge management success[6]. 
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Customer relation management: 

Customer relation management is a new expression which propagated in mid-1990, however CRM can be a 
debate in e-commerce, but no common and clear definition can be seen. Some of CRM definitions introduced by 
experts and analyzers are as follows: Armstrong in 2004 claimed" is a general process in creating and retaining 
the relation to profitable customers through providing more value to them as well as getting more satisfied" [4]. 
CRM is a set of methods which provides totally a firm, strong and integrate viewpoint about customers to assure 
every individual customer to receive the best services [16]. 
 
The link between knowledge management and CRM: 

Polsis and Bown (2004) believed that knowledge management can provide technology, processes and data 
bases to create, divide, and usage of information related to customer in a center; therefore it can provide us with 
a uni-point about customer except considering geographical situations or working place. Knowledge 
management system can provide real time information about how to communicate with customer circle.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

 
 
According to previous studies, organizational culture can affect all organization dimensions which 

consequently it obviously appears in personal behavior, organizational operation, programming, policies and 
instructions compiling, stimulation and job satisfaction, creativity and innovation, prophecy, commitment and 
aims. Noticing the research model in organizational culture, it can affect knowledge management too. Therefore 
both have synchronized effects on CRM, if there are not any changes in strategy and structure along with 
organizational culture protection then it would be defeated. Being successful in performing each strategy, for 
example, knowledge management, and CRM needs somehow organizational culture protection.  
 
Conclusion: 

As it was shown, the main aim of this research has been to investigate the relation between organizational 
culture, knowledge management and simultaneous effects of both on performing CRM. Performing and having 
effective and successful operation in CRM concept in different organizations needs clear understanding and 
definition, designing and compiling CRM strategy, its concord with environmental and organizational 
dimensions or other alteration elements in organization (structure, technology and organizational culture). CRM 
is a thorough concept which must be followed and protected by all firms[23].Finally the significant relation 
between organizational culture and knowledge management reveals that changing in each variables could affect 
greatly CRM performing, so in accordance with organizational culture which affects knowledge management, 
we can use it to improve customer relation as well utilizing organizational culture in relation to customer to use 
knowledge management which for sure brings extra values for customers and organizations. 
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